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Simultaneous eye movements 
and EEG recording
Eye fixation-related potentials (EFRP) 













Four fixation locations around a 
candidate region of change
















Change blindness paradigm (stimuli from Rensink et al., 1997)
Time course of a trial
We studied eye movements and EEG at the encoding
stage: 20 s presentation of the first display




















































































































































































































EFRP time-locked to the saccade onset
EFRP time-locked to the fixation onset






















Saccade duration (size) EFRP amplitude  in -20+20 ms 
interval before a saccade
candidate  
Fixation duration
In the control analysis there is no difference between
correct and incorrect selection. The EFRP reflects the

















Encoding-stage saccade and fixation durations reflect the size
and importance of the regions, but not correctness of selection









-200-20 ms before a saccade (saccade preparation)
F-values for Location x Correctness interaction
µV
Mean EFRP amplitude2 92 (p=0.05). 7































Fixation preceding a saccade to 







Saccade duration Fixation duration














Deviation between eye movements and attention results in
encoding failures.
